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Whatever happens,
keep your cameras rolling!
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A

man’s death was
inadvertently filmed
and broadcast on
television in March 1984.
Tommy Cooper, a British
comedian, was just one of
the acts performing at Her
Majesty’s Theatre in London,
a variety show aired live
nationally. As the Sunday peak
viewing figures closed in on the
twenty million mark, Cooper
was onstage going through
his routine of magic tricks that
invariably go wrong. He was on
good form. Partway through
one gag his assistant came
onstage bringing a flamboyant
gown. She fitted his garment
and Cooper reacted in a
typically humorous manner
as she fastened the lower
buttons. Before she left the
stage the comedian slumped
into the backdrop curtain and
started to slowly slide down. The audience roared with laughter, the assistant grinned,
too. Cooper’s face reflected considerable distress, however. Cooper sank to the floor
gasping for breath before slumping deeper into the curtain, his trademark fez pushed
over his face. With the audience still laughing, the show cut abruptly to a commercial
break. When it returned, Cooper was gone and another act had taken his place. Only
afterwards, during the end credits, was there an announcement that the comedian
was dead. He had suffered a heart attack onstage. In the subsequent news reports and
programmes celebrating Cooper’s work, still photographs of the fated act were used, or
footage which sensitively stopped just short of the comedian’s collapse.
This event helps to illuminate the diverse changes that have taken place in media.
Over a relatively short space of time, the notion of death — indeed, the public
consumption of death — has been dramatically altered because of developments in
consumer technology. Television here is the primary focus. Whether an unforeseen
circumstance beyond the control of the network — as in Tommy Cooper — or purely a
mercenary decision in pursuit of ratings, death in the comfort zone of the living room is
different to death online. It’s a more personalized sort of death, and has a particularly
debilitating effect on its audience. Earlier editions of Killing for Culture didn’t travel much
beyond this point in terms of death and media. There is no reference to the Internet in
those editions. Now, however, we can almost consider television in terms of ‘old’ media.
This chapter represents an era that might is a stepping stone for media in transition.
Before arriving at an age suited to acronyms like LCD and WiFi and WWW, we have the
cathode ray tube and a very analogue sort of death.
The live transmission of the death of Tommy Cooper, by way of an example, was not
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followed by any action replay, nor was the
incident ever screened again in its entirety
on British television. The event was very
much of the moment; one saw it then or not
at all. Recalling the incident as it played out
that night in 1984, in the company of family
and friends, one author of this book is struck
by the curious attitude of the comedian
slipping to the stage in the middle of his act.
Something is amiss, a fact corroborated when
the show snaps unexpectedly to a commercial
break with Cooper still crumpled on the floor
amid howls of laughter. No one else in the
living room has been paying much heed to
what we later learn is a celebrity death. They
saw it but didn’t see. Cooper had died under
the gaze of millions. That sort of thing didn’t
happen very often, and in this instance it
literally wouldn’t happen again — not for
many years anyway, when the beloved
comedian’s death song eventually surfaced
on the Internet. Twenty-five years after the
fact, in 2009, Cooper’s final performance
was posted to YouTube. Speaking for the
action group Mediawatch UK, John Beyer
spoke for many when he said: “This is very
poor taste. That the broadcasters have not
repeated the incident shows they have a
respect for him and I think that ought to
apply also on YouTube.”1

Top: The Zapruder film is shown to the public for
the first time, care of Geraldo Rivera’s Wide World
Special Good Night America in 1975.
Above: ‘It’s all very well publishing a book or
releasing a video, but the amount of information
you can practically transfer to people is peanuts
compared to a CD-Rom.’ So stated PC Home
magazine (May 1994) in its review of the multimedia
CD-Rom, J.F.K. Assassination.

BLOOD AND GUTS AND IN LIVING COLOUR

T

he first genuine television mortality — a fate ‘delivered’ to the cameras — was
broadcast under a very different set of circumstances. Shortly after midday
on November 24, 1963, Lee Harvey Oswald, the man accused of assassinating
President John F. Kennedy, was himself shot down. Under police escort to more secure
holdings, surrounded by members of the press and other persons, Oswald was felled
in the basement of Dallas police headquarters by a single bullet from the gun of Jack
Ruby, a nightclub owner. Two NBC cameras recorded the event, which was relayed
live to audiences across America. Oswald was rushed to hospital, the same hospital in
which Kennedy expired; both victims slayed within a forty-eight hour period and dying
in the same building. Another synchronous fact is that Kennedy, like Oswald, had been
assassinated on camera.
Probably the most prominent death footage of all time is that depicting the death
1 Daily Telegraph. May 9, 2009.
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of JFK. Re-run countless times in
documentaries and feature films, as
well as being ‘interactive’ in various
digital formats, the short sequence
is one of the most graphic and
recognized murders on record.
In November 1963, a re-election
campaign takes the President and first
lady, Jackie Kennedy, to Texas for a
five city tour. The tour is in Dallas on
the twenty-second of the month when
the President is shot. The open blue
Lincoln in which the Kennedys are
travelling is rolling down Elm Street
on Dallas’ Dealey Plaza. The eighteen
seconds of silent 8mm film shot
by amateur cameraman Abraham
Zapruder shows the President first
reacting to a throat wound. Jackie
Kennedy leans across to examine her
husband as Governor Connally in the
front seat responds to bullet impacts.
A split second later, Kennedy’s head
bursts, peppering the occupants of the
vehicle with fragmented tissue and
bone. As he topples forward, a fourinch flap of scalp folds over his face
exposing the devastated brain within.
His wife scrambles over the trunk of
the vehicle to retrieve a section of
detached skull.
The film was sold to Life magazine
for a reputed $250,000. Although
several stills of the murder were
reproduced in the publication, it
wasn’t until March 1975 that the
footage was aired on television,
courtesy Good Night America, hosted
by Geraldo Rivera before a live audience. (It was followed by an extreme close-up in
slow-motion of the devestating head shot.) Rivera describes the footage as the most
upsetting thing he has ever seen. More than a decade had passed from the occurrence
of the event to its television broadcast.
Twelve years after the airing of the Zapruder footage, an equally horrifying death
was recorded on film. However, the time span between this particular incident and
its broadcast was approximately thirty minutes, considerably shorter than that of
Kennedy’s murder.
On January 22, 1987, R. Budd Dwyer, the State Treasurer for Pennsylvania, gave a
press conference following his conviction for bribery the previous month. During his

State Treasurer R. Budd Dwyer moments before pulling
the trigger, and (below) his place in the shockumentary/
mixtape canon.
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trial at the Federal District Court,
Dwyer news bulletin as it appears in the barrage tape,
Media Carnage.
officials from a Californian computer
company testified that Dwyer had
illegally received $300,000 to secure
a lucrative contract for the company.
Dwyer, forty-seven, was to be
sentenced the following day. He faced
a possible fifty-five years prison term.
Reporters believed they had been
summoned to the conference to
witness a resignation. But the portly
man had other intentions. Dwyer’s
protestations of innocence lasted
almost half-an-hour, during which
he claimed to be the victim of an
“American Gulag.” He rounded off his monologue by handing out sealed envelopes
to three of his former colleagues.2 This done, he reached for a manila envelope lying
beneath documents on a desk and removed a firearm, a .357 Magnum revolver. There
was a brief moment before colleagues and reporters became aware of the weapon. Then
panic. Camera shutters fired rapidly as Dwyer backed to the wall warding off potential
interference. “Please leave the room if this will affect you,” he nonchalantly warned. The
panic stricken journalists called out, “Don’t Budd… don’t do it.” Dwyer looked nervously
from left to right. “This is loa… may hurt someone,” he said before putting the barrel
to the roof of his mouth and pulling the trigger. So rapid was the event that several
cameras, whose shutter-release buttons were pressed as Dwyer pulled the trigger,
caught only the falling form. With his body slumped behind the desk, television camera
operators and newspaper photographers moved in. The final image of the man showed
his glazed eyes slowly closing to slits, head sinking to his shoulders, and virtually his
entire blood supply haemorrhaging from his nostrils. Rather optimistically, someone
over the moans of the stunned onlookers could be heard to request a doctor.
At least two television cameras were present at Dwyer’s press conference. The most
frequently seen footage is courtesy the camera nearest to Dwyer, which views the
subject from his right hand side and is relatively unobscured even after he slumps to
the floor. The second camera is positioned in the centre of the room, looking directly
at the desk and Dwyer standing behind it. At this angle, when Dwyer falls to the floor
only his head remains in shot. Following an initial glimpse of the State Treasurer as he
lies bleeding, this particular camera pulls away to focus at the wall (out of respect or
possibly looking for blood splashes or brain matter). The camera returns to Dwyer as
an aide urges everyone to remain calm, at the same time attempting to veil the mess
from the rest of the room. “You’ve got your footage,” says the aide. “Would you kindly
wrap up your footage. Get your cameras out. Please, get out of the room.” The camera
remains steadfast. “You’ve got everything that can be gotten at this point.” The aide
looks to the body behind him and, voice shaking, mutters, “Oh my God in Heaven.”
Composing himself, he continues, “Please, that’s enough. That’s enough.” The camera
shuts off.
2 The envelopes contained Dwyer’s organ donor card, instructions for funeral arrangements, and a letter
addressed to Governor Casey stating that he had not resigned his post but remained Treasurer until the
end. The letter also suggested that his wife should be considered as his successor.
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Dwyer was officially pronounced
dead at 11.31am. By lunchtime his
suicide was broadcast into household
USA. Television station WPVI-TV in
Philadelphia showed the suicide in
full, as did WPXI-TV in Pittsburgh.
Officials validated their decision to
screen the shocking footage by calling
it an ‘historic event’. It was run again
in a later broadcast but in edited form.
Several stations showed only the gun
being taken from the envelope, and
others cut away as Dwyer inserted
the weapon into his mouth. The CBS
and ABC networks abstained from
transmitting the videotape footage
altogether and opted instead for a still
photograph of Dwyer.
Later that same day, a series of
photographs showing the event in
sequence — the gun in Dwyer’s hand,
then in his mouth, and finally his head
thrown back from the blast — were
placed on an international transmission
network preceded by a warning as
to their disturbing quality. Less than
Eyewitness News, an example of encroaching ‘reality’
twenty-four hours after his death,
news broadcasts to which Chris Chubbuck objected. And
(above) making the news herself with on-air suicide.
newspapers round the world gave
everyone everywhere the opportunity
to study Dwyer’s last seconds of life. As with the television networks, the press employed
a standard of discretion in illustrating the story. All but the tabloids refrained from using
the explicit photographs. ‘man shoots himself on tv’ declared the front page of the
Daily Mirror. A two-page, stage-by-stage photospread publicized the event, concluding
on an optimum shot of Dwyer’s head being shattered by the exiting bullet.3 In 2010, a
documentary titled Honest Man: The Life of R. Budd Dwyer investigated the incidents
leading to the State Treasurer’s dramatic suicide. Asked for their reactions to the suicide
film and its broadcast, family members empathized: Although they disapproved of it, they
understood that it had been Dwyer’s personal choice to take his life in front of the cameras.
Following her studies in broadcasting and film at Boston University, Christine
Chubbuck went through a succession of jobs before arriving in 1973 at WXLT-TV, in
Sarasota. It was a youthful station, and Chubbuck saw it as a potential stepping stone
3 Footage of Dwyer’s bloody demise features in a slew of shockumentary films and barrage tapes, among
them Mondo Cane VI, Cathode Fuck, Assault Video, TV Disasters, News Nightmares and Traces of Death. (See
also the review of Death Scenes 2 in chapter five, and chapter seven: barrage tapes.) One early appropriation
of Dwyer in this way is Media Carnage (as it has come to be known), a compilation of horrific broadcast news
stories c.1988. Sometimes the footage appears under the name “American Gulag.” It has also found its way
onto the extreme music circuit and as back projection for some bands during live performances.
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